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HeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s been called THE EVIL SEED OF SOAP SHOES,THE BAD BOY OF AGGRESSIVE

IN-LINE,and even THE SOAP GOD himself.THE GURU OF GRINDÃ¢â‚¬â€•RYAN

JAUNZEMIS,(As seen in Soap ShoesÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ international sales commercials& Relate Video

ProductionsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ famous full-length Soap videos Ã¢â‚¬Å“oNeÃ¢â‚¬Â• &

Ã¢â‚¬Å“tWoÃ¢â‚¬Â•)known by Soap fans the world overÃ¢â‚¬â€•and said to be, by many,quite

possibly the best Soaper of all timeÃ¢â‚¬â€•is about to take you back to the late 90s,in a time where

bowl-cuts, bleached hair, visors, & JNCO jeans were the latest fashion,on a hilariously funny, wild,

no-holds-bars, raw-and-uncut,kinked-out rail of a skating & Soaping adventure,as Ryan (At the

time), a 17-year-old professional aggressive in-line skaterfrom El Segundo, California, along with

fellow pro skater & best friend, Danny Lynch,randomly stumble onto an adthat had been recently

placed in a local Southbay newspaperfrom a new company called SOAP SHOES,who claimed that

they had just invented a prototype-modelfor the worldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s first pair of grind shoes;special

shoes fashioned with concaved screw-in plastic grind platesin the soles of the shoes; which would

allow the wearer to slide (Or Ã¢â‚¬Å“GrindÃ¢â‚¬Â•)along curbs, ledges, planters, & even

HANDRAILS,thus now enabling a person to be able to mimic many similar movementsto that of

aggressive in-line street-skating without ever even having to strap up!In other words: You were now

able to go skateboardingÃ¢â‚¬â€•WITHOUT A SKATEBOARD! Ryan buys a used pair of Soap

Shoes from his friend Kenny Oard for $10 dollars,makes himself a sponsor video, and later

becomes sponsored by Soap Shoes.Ryan starts bringing in $200 dollars per hour for photoshoots,

tours the country,receives free clothes, free shoes, free food,free booze, free hotel rooms, & paid

travel expenses,all the meanwhile brawling & duking it out with rival skate crews,and slides his way

into the hearts of many beautiful young ladies,all while busting out on some of the biggest & baddest

rails on the planet!Could this be the sport of the century? You decide!Grab your Soaps, lace up, and

get ready to get your grind on fellas!Or, as Ryan would say, Ã¢â‚¬Å“Soap it up baby!Ã¢â‚¬Â•
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There are times when you wake up and the day just doesn't excite you, it doesn't make you want to

get out of bed. Then you read about what Ryan Jaunzemis has done with his life. You read about

his soaping on rails. You read about him being in every Journey's store in America. You read about

him tallying high school girl after high school girl, and then it hits you. Papa has blessed Ryan. Let

Papa Bless you like he has me by reading Pro Soaper and following his steps to success.

This book is absolutely amazing. Ryan is dynamic in his writing style, punctuating his more mature

prose with memories of himself that not so subtly remind all of us of what we experienced during the

era.The amount of enjoyment I gained from this well thought out parody was oceanic in nature, and

was only eclipsed by the hilarity that ensued following the realization 3/4 of the way through the

book that, no, this was not a parody. Either way, Ryan embodies a unique time in

American/Californian history, and thanks to Pro Soaper, will be forever preserved for future

generations.

wow ethan great moves

Lmao h3h3



It's just a great book.Soap4Life man!

This book is a must-read for Generation Y. In fact, anyone who is interested in Skateboarding, BMX,

Snowboarding or any of the other Mountain-Dew-chugging Xtreme sports. If you went to high school

around 1996-2002, this book is full of nostalgia from "back-in-da-day". Although it is not the main

theme, this book captures a significant slice of Los Angeles culture.This book is much more than

just a story of Ryan Jaunzemis, written for fans of soap shoes. It's a book for anyone that enjoys

reading a genuinely interesting story about someone who takes risks and is truly living their life to

the max (as opposed to just floating along, settling for a corporate 9-5 gig) and honest about their

life's experiences. Ryan's story gives a glimpse into the mind of a legit hustler who keeps it 100, his

narrative shows how failure and adversity are a part of the process towards achieving

success.Ryan's has a talent for capturing enthusiasm in his writing, at many points throughout the

book the excitement was palpable. Because of his authenticity, Ryan is a highly relatable individual

as a protagonist. You find yourself rooting for him like Rocky Balboa fighting Ivan Drago, I had the

sense of riding the highs and lows along with him. An unexpected drama and THE page-turner of

2015, I read the book front-to-back in two days. The story arc is thrilling and unlike anything I've

read before. This book is not a comedy, although it has striking similarities to "Walk Hard: The

Dewey Cox Story", in that it's an up-and-down-and-up-and-down-and-up again tale of hardship and

success.I hope that this book is picked up by a major publisher to achieve the level of exposure a

story like this deserves. Ryan Jaunzemis is not just a professional Soaper, he is on the pathway to

becoming an American Icon. I believe that Ryan would be a perfect guest for Loveline on

KROQ-FM, with the right outlet - keep your eye on this guy, he's going places.

Stop 5-staring your own crap.

All the reviews for this rated at 5 stars were most likely written by Ryan Jaunzemis.
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